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Abstract
In this paper we investigate nonequilibrium temperatures in a two-state system driven to a nonequi-
librium steady state by the action of an oscillatory field. The nonequilibrium temperature is determined
by coupling a small cavity or probe to the nonequilibrium system and studying the fluctuating noise in
the cavity, as has been proposed in the context of glassy systems. We show the presence of resonant
effects in the nonequilibrium temperature and discuss the existence of a constitutive steady-state equa-
tion in such nonequilibrium conditions. We propose this simple model as an excellent system to carry
out experimental measurements of nonequilibrium temperatures. This may help to better understand
the physical meaning of such an elusive concept.
1 Nonequilibrium Temperatures
Nonequilibrium physics is a vast field of research plagued by many interesting open questions. A question
that has attracted the attention of theorists for a long time is the possibility to define a nonequilibrium
temperature1 (NET). There is an important motivation behind the quest for such concept. One of
the most important conceptual ingredients in classical thermodynamics is the notion of temperature.
Temperature is a physical measure of the energy content of a system. When two bodies at different
temperatures are put in contact with each other, heat flows from the body at higher temperature to the
body at a lower temperature. This experimental fact allows the classification of thermodynamic states
according to the value of their temperature (defined after establishing a suitable temperature scale).
Bodies at identical temperatures do not exchange a net energy current when put in thermal contact.
The main goal when extending the concept of temperature to nonequilibrium systems is to establish
under which conditions the previous experimental facts are still valid. But what apparently seems to be
an easy promenade along the foothills of a new land turns out to be a fatal excursion full of traps and
difficulties. It is not our purpose to enumerate here the casuistry of examples of nonequilibrium systems
(many of them pretty simple and harmless) where such an extension has proved unsuccessful. Most of
the difficulty lies in the transitivity property of temperature as well as in the fact that nonequilibrium
bodies can be put in contact in many different ways, which do not necessarily lead to the same result.
Yet, there is an important exception to all this complicated phenomenology, put forward by Onsager
a long time ago. We refer to irreversible or nonequilibrium thermodynamics2 in the regime where
deviations from equilibrium are not large enough for currents (of heat, mass, energy, or charge) to be
proportional to the externally applied forces. Sometimes this is also referred to as the linear response
regime where fluctuations are Gaussian distributed. Linear systems are pretty interesting as they teach
us that the NET must be a local concept3. For instance, in a wire of metal with the extremes in contact
with two thermal sources, heat flows form the higher temperature source to the lower temperature
one. The heat current is then proportional to the temperature gradient, and a temperature field (e.g.
varying linearly along the wire) describes the nonequilibrium state of the system.
However, there is a more recent category of systems that deserve special attention because they seem
to be good examples to investigate the concept of NET. These are aging or glassy systems that are
prepared in an initial far-from equilibrium state and slowly evolve toward equilibrium for astronomically
large time scales. Under such conditions a statistical interpretation of fluctuations can be quantitatively
described by an extended fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) introduced in the context of spin
glasses4,5. As these systems slowly evolve toward equilibrium they appear to thermalize over some
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regions of phase space and develop a restricted flat measure (we may refer to it as a protomeasure)
similar to the microcanonical measure for equilibrium systems. The flat state reached by the system
under such conditions defines a statistical effective temperature similar to that provided by statistical
mechanics6,7. One important aspect of this NET is its dependence on the probed frequency as well as
the age of the system. It has been suggested by Cugliandolo, Kurchan, and Peliti that such a pattern
of NETs could be experimentally measured by using a small interacting probe that plays the role of a
thermometer whose frequency can be tuned8. In the glassy jargon, it is common to denote this NET
as effective temperature.
2 Motivation
Few experimental measurements of the NET exist. To date, the interpretation of most of these results
still remains unclear. The first indirect experimental measure of NETs in aging systems dates back
to magnetic noise measurements in spin glasses9. In these measurements systematic deviations for
the FDT were not observed, yet these did not probe the relevant frequency range. A few years ago,
Israeloff and Grigera did voltage noise measurements in an electric resonant circuit formed by a capacitor
containing glycerol and an inductance10. Such experiments showed a faint dependence of the effective
temperature on the age of the system. Subsequent Nyquist noise measurements by Ciliberto and co-
workers on Laponite and polycarbonate have shown that the effective temperature is strongly dependent
on frequency11. At low enough frequencies (ωtw << 1, where tw denotes the age of the system,
also called waiting time), the effective temperature Teff(ω, tw) is up to 3 or 4 orders of magnitude
larger than the bath temperature. Magnetization response and correlation measurements by the Ocio
group in Paris vindicated strong FDT violations in spin glasses, and indeed these provided the first
experimental determination of a fluctuation-dissipation plot.12 More recently, the measure of NETs
has shifted toward simpler systems and probes such as the stochastic motion of a torsional pendulum
immersed in a granular media13 or a bead joggling in a turbulent wind flow.14 More intuitive results
have been obtained in such cases. Optical tweezer measurements also recently have been used to study
the fluctuating motion of a micrometer-sized bead immersed in an aging Laponite suspension.15 No
measurement of the effective temperature has up to date provided a crystal-clear result of what theory
predicts. There are fundamental questions about the effective temperature about which we do not
yet know the answer. For instance, how is the measured temperature expected to depend on the
characteristics of the probe (mass, frictional viscosity or size)? Will the effective temperature depend
on the type of observable measured16?. Is the effective temperature a local or a global quantity?
Ultimately, are the results reproducible when changing the experimental technique?
The situation is confusing and has some resemblance to other hot debates currently fashionable in
the area of glasses. For example, regarding the question of heterogeneities,17 are heterogeneities well-
defined objects? Is there just one heterogeneity length scale or are there many? Does the measurement
depend on the experimental technique?
The large amount of unanswered questions and the complexity of the problem demands going to
simpler systems where specific predictions could be experimentally tested in a systematic way. In this
paper we propose the study of NETs in two-states driven systems as a useful playground to elucidate
many of the subtleties behind the concept of the NET. Several reasons compel us to consider such
an illustrative example. On one hand, two-state systems represent the simplest examples of nonlinear
systems with activated behaviors. On the other hand, they are physically realizable in many different
examples in the laboratory and are easy to control. Finally, steady state systems provide an interesting
nonequilibrium regime characterized by non-Gibbsian distributions where several theoretical predictions
can be tested. Our main goal here is to show that, in such conditions, NETs display resonant effects
that are amenable to experimentation. The present study is by no means exhaustive; we just want
to emphasize the importance of investigating simpler nonequilibrium systems and stimulate further
experiments in this exciting area of research. The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 3, we
describe the model for the nonequilibrium measurements. It consists of a nonequilibrium system plus
an external probe or cavity used for the measurements. In Sec. 4 we show the main results: existence of
resonant effects in the NET and the possibility of defining a constitutive equation for the steady state.
Finally, we discuss candidate systems where these effects could be experimentally tested.
2
3 Model
An interesting problem in statistical physics is to know whether it is possible to extend some of the
concepts of thermodynamics to nonequilibrium systems in steady states (SS) and possibly characterize
them by nonequilibrium constitutive equations.18 Nyquist noise measurements offer many potentiali-
ties as these are an ideal tool to probe thermal fluctuations around the steady state. Heat fluctuations
are experimentally accessible by using a resonant cavity coupled to the system. Although such mea-
surements have been attempted in different contexts, experimental verifications are scarce, probably
because of the great complexity of the systems addressed,10,11 and experimental measurements turn out
to be difficult. In this regard, numerical simulations become an alternative tool of research. Recently,
Hatano and Jou19 have investigated NETs in mechanically driven linear oscillators by coupling them
to a resonant cavity. Here, we propose measurements of NETs in two-state systems (e.g., magnetic-
nanoparticle or electric-dipole systems) coupled to a resonant probe and show the existence of resonant
effects that are modulated by the physical properties of the cavity or probe. At the end, we suggest
possible experiments that could check such predictions.
3.1 The system
A broad category of systems can be modeled by two-level systems. These offer realistic descriptions of
electronic and optical devices that can function in two different configurations, atoms in their ground and
excited states, magnetic particles whose magnetic moment can point in two directions, or biomolecules
in their native and unfolded states, among others. In what follows, and for sake of clarity, we will adopt
the nomenclature of magnetic systems. A two-state unit has the magnetic moment µ and can point in
two directions according to the sign of the spin σ = ±1. In the presence of an external field H , the
energy of the spin is given by E(σ) = −µHσ. The transition rate for the spin will be denoted as pup(H)
and pdown(H) to indicate the transitions σ = −1→ σ′ = 1 and σ = 1 → σ′ = −1, respectively. These
rates satisfy detailed balance; therefore, pup(H)/pdown(H) = exp(−2βµH) where β = 1/kBT , with T
being the bath temperature and kB being the Boltzmann constant. The overall transition rate is given
by ptot(H) = pup(H) + pdown(H). We have chosen Glauber transition rates given by
pup(H) = ptot(H)q(H) ; pdown(H) = ptot(H)(1 − q(H)) (1)
with q(H) = (1+ tanh(βµH))/2 and ptot(H) = 1/τrelax(H) = α(H) corresponding to the inverse of the
relaxation time.
For the nonequilibrium state, we just consider that the spin is driven by an oscillating field of
frequency ω of the form H(t) = H0 cos(ωt). The transition rates for the spin are now time dependent
and given by,
pup(t) = α(H(t))
exp(βµH(t))
2 cosh(βµH(t))
(2)
pdown(t) = α(H(t))
exp(−βµH(t))
2 cosh(βµH(t))
. (3)
For the relaxation time τrelax(H) or α(H) we have chosen the barrier dependence mostly found in
thermally activated magnetic systems (such as magnetic nanoparticles20). These are described by the
Brown-Neel formula,
τrelax(H) = τ0 exp
(B(H)
kBT
)
(4)
where τ0 is a microscopic time describing relaxation within a state and B(H) is a field-dependent acti-
vation barrier. Related expressions exist for the case of a molecular bond that breaks under the action
of a mechanical force.21 In that case, the spin corresponds to the extension of the molecule, and the
magnetic field is the applied force at the ends of the molecule. In the present study, we have considered
the simplest case where B(H) = B0 is field-independent. This is a reasonable approximation. In super-
paramagnetic nanoparticles, the energy barrier is nearly field-independent (in contrast to ferromagnetic
nanoparticles with uniaxial anisotropy where B(H) is not constant but depends on the intensity of
the external field projected on the easy magnetization axis). Superparamagnetic nanoparticles can be
experimentally realized in paramagnetic molecular clusters without a coercitivity field (yet, for these
systems the magnetic signal of individual nanoparticles is expected to be very small). Other examples
are specific ferro- and ferrimagnetic nanoparticles where the anisotropy contribution to the zero-field
barrier is negligible (for a discussion see ref 22). The height of the barrier usually depends on the
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properties of the nanoparticle. Recent experiments have demonstrated how the height of the barrier
B0 can be reduced (therefore τrelax(H) can be modulated) making it possible to observe magnetization-
reversible transitions (also called telegraph noise measurements) in single cobalt nanoparticles at low
temperatures.23,24
3.2 The cavity
We model the resonant cavity as a harmonic oscillator with natural frequency ω0, mass m, and friction
coefficient γ (for an electrical cavity these correspond to a capacitance, an inductance, and a resistance,
respectively) coupled to a bath at temperature T ′. These parameters define an inertial time scale
τ1 = 2π/ω0 and a dissipation time scale τdis =
γ
k
where k = mω20 is the stiffness constant of the cavity.
To model the interaction between the spin and the cavity we add a term in the energy of the type −ǫσx
in E(σ), E(σ) = −µHσ − ǫσx as well as in the equation of motion of the oscillator, where x describes
the observable associated to the cavity (e.g. the voltage or charge of the capacitor) 1. The cavity is
governed by the stochastic equation
mx¨+ γx˙+mω20x− ǫσ = ξ (5)
where ξ is a white noise with correlations 〈ξ(t)ξ(s)〉 = 2kBT ′γδ(t − s). Let the magnetic system be
driven to a SS under the action of an oscillating external field H(t) = H0 cos(ωt), and let us put it in
contact with the cavity as described previously. The average power supplied by the system upon the
cavity is given by P = ǫσx˙ where the bar over the characters stands for the average over many cycles.
If T ′ ≫ T , then an average heat current will flow from the cavity to the system, and if T ′ ≪ T , then
the contrary will hold. For small enough ǫ, the average power transferred between the probe and the
system will be proportional to ǫ2. This result can be simply understood from symmetry considerations.
By a change of ǫ → −ǫ in eq (5) the dynamics of the probe are invariant under the spin inversion
σ → −σ. This last transformation also does not change the dynamics of the spin in the ac field. Hence,
the transferred power P must remain invariant under the transformation ǫ → −ǫ. Upon variation of
T ′, there must be a temperature Tm = T
′
ω,ω0,m,γ
(T ) (which depends on the parameters of the cavity)
at which the average power supplied to the cavity vanishes in a quadratic order in ǫ, i.e. σx˙ = 0 in a
linear order in ǫ. Sometimes the net heat power exchanged between the system and the thermometer
is considered, P = ǫ(σx˙− xσ˙) (where we take σ˙(t) = σ(t + 1) − σ(t)). Note that, from the relation
x˙σ = x˙σ+xσ˙, there is no difference between this and our definition as they coincide (except by a global
sign) for SS systems. Only for non-SS systems (e.g., aging systems), would we expect to see differences
between both quantities25.
4 Results
We have numerically integrated the stochastic equations eqs (3) and (5) under different conditions. The
dynamics of the spin (eq (3)) have been simulated by taking into account its interaction with the cavity.
Note that, when solving the coupled dynamics, the system and the cavity feel the O(ǫ) interaction with
their corresponding partner. Both the interaction of the system with the cavity and viceversa contribute
to the total transferred power P in the second order of ǫ.
The number of parameters that we can vary in the simulations is very large. At first, there seem
to be four different time scales τrelax, 1/ω, τdis and 1/ω0. In what follows, we show results for a fixed
value of the dissipative time scale of the cavity τdis =
γ
k
. However, out of the three remaining time
scales, we are only left with just two independent variables. The argument is as follows. For a given
value of the frequency of the ac driving field ω and a value of the relaxation time of the spin τrelax (eq
(5)), the results only depend on the adimensional product ωτrelax as one time of the two time scales
(1/ω or τrelax) can be used to rescale the time in the equation of motion for the spin in the SS. For
a fixed value of ωτrelax, the value of Tm depends only on the ratio ω0/ω between the frequency of the
oscillator cavity ω0 and the ac driving field ω. Again, another time scale (ω0 or ω) can be rescaled
in the equation of motion for the oscillator. Therefore, after having fixed the value of τdis we are just
1This coupling can be interpreted in many ways. For instance, σ could stand for the magnetic (~m) or electric (~p) dipole
moment of the system and x for the magnetic field (generated by an inductance) or the electric field (generated by a
capacitor) of an electrical cavity. Therefore, the coupling would be linear of the form ~m~B or ~p ~E, respectively. Moreover, to
a first approximation, the magnetic field is proportional to the current intensity I and the electric field is proportional to the
voltage across the plates of the capacitor V . Therefore, x stands for either the current intensity I or voltage V (or charge Q)
of the capacitor.
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left with the two adimensional quantities ωτrelax and ω0/ω as free parameters. For each pair of the
values ωτrelax and ω0/ω we have determined the value of Tm for which the average power supplied to
the cavity vanishes. The results obtained are shown in Figure 1 as the ratio ω0/ω changes by several
orders of magnitude (each curve corresponding to a value of ωτrelax). The following parameters were
chosen for the two-states system: τdis = 1s, τ0 = 10
−7s,B0 = 2300K and T = 200K corresponding to
a relaxation time of the spin τrelax = 0.01s as given in eq (4).
We note several salient features in this figure:
1. Resonance effect. There is a resonant peak in Tm/T for ω = ω0 that gets more sharp as the
equilibrium regime ωτrelax → 0 is approached. On the contrary, if ωτrelax increases, then the
resonance effect fades away. This effect can be easily understood. When ωτrelax → 0 the system
is driven slowly enough for the driven process to be quasi static or reversible. In this regime, the
amount of dissipated heat (defined as the average dissipated work26 along a cycle of the field)
decreases proportionally to the ratio ωτrelax, and mechanical resonance is observed.
2. Spectral line shape. The value of Tm/T becomes independent of the frequency of the cavity
for large enough values of ω0. Tm values can be well fitted to a spectral line shape of the form
Tm(ω˜)/T = (a+ bω˜
2α)/((ω˜α − 1)2 + cω˜β) (6)
with ω˜ = ω0/ω and α and β exponent values satisfying β < 2α. The fit works well for not too large
values of ωτrelax when the resonance peak is observed. For large values of ωτrelax (Figure 1), the
curve Tm(ω˜)/T becomes flat (no resonance peak is observed), and the fit is only an approximated
guess. In the limit ω → 0, the right side of the spectral line shape converges to a Lorentzian plus
a constant (equal to 1). The horizontal dot-dashed line Tm/T = 1 corresponds to the equilibrium
measurement that is only achieved for ω˜ ≫ 1 and ω → 0.
3. Nonequilibrium temperature (NET) T ∗m. A unique value of Tm/T describes the SS at all
frequencies (asterisks in the figure) corresponding to the strongly dissipative regime where ωτrelax
is very large. Moreover, the quantity
T ∗m = lim
ω0→∞
Tm(ω0) (7)
has been shown (for instance in the case of weak turbulence27 or in slow relaxing systems8) to
satisfy the Nyquist formula
T ∗m = lim
ω0→∞
π
2
ω0C˜cavity(ω0)
χˆcavity(ω0)
(8)
where C˜cavity and χˆcavity stand for the power spectrum and the out-of-phase susceptibility of the
cavity, respectively. The value of T ∗m is therefore experimentally measurable by measuring the
power spectrum of the cavity 2.
2According to the fit formula (eq (6)), the value of T ∗
m
/T should be equal to b in the limit ω˜ →∞. However, by comparing
the results of the fit shown in Table 1 with the results of Fig. 2, we find qualitative agreement only for ωτrelax ≪ 0.1 when
the resonance peak is observed (for ωτrelax = 0.1, the value of b is 5.45, too far from the expected value of approximately
2.8). This suggests that eq (6) is just an approximate fit to the data shown in Fig. 1.
ωτrelax 0.001 0.01 0.02 0.1 1
α 1.74 2.48 2.81 0.15 0.14
β 0 3.33 3.24 0.25 –
a 1.79 1.68 2.10 0.98 2.87
b 1.04 2.59 2.88 5.45 -0.02
c 0.30 0.76 1.21 2.25 –
Table 1: Parameters for the Fit to the Spectral Line Shape (6). For the largest value of ωτrelax = 1, data
have been fitted to the function Tm(ω˜)/T = a + bω˜
−2α. For ωτrelax = 0.1, the results of the fit are only
approximate (see the discussion in footnote 2).
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Figure 1: Measured values of the NET, Tm/T , for paramagnetic nanoparticles driven in an oscillating
field. The parameters of the model are µ = 300µB , T = 200K,H0 = 2T, τ0 = 10
−7s, and B0 = 2300K.
The NET is determined by coupling the system to a cavity and finding the temperature of the cavity
at which the average heat current between system and cavity vanishes. The cavity is characterized by
different values of the resonant frequency ω0 in the range 0.01 − 100 rad/s and a damping time scale
τdis =
γ
k
= 1s. Different curves correspond to oscillating magnetic fields of intensity H0 = 2T and different
frequencies ωτrelax = 0.001(circles), 0.01(squares), 0.02(crosses), 0.1(diamonds), 1(asterisks). The lines are
the spectral line shape fits (see text).
4.1 Constitutive Steady-State Equation.
The NET T ∗m was determined in numerical simulations of a forced linear oscillator and shown to be
dependent on the type of coupling between system and cavity19. For the two-states or spin system we
have verified this result by changing the type of coupling between oscillator and system. When the
coupling energy term is changed from −ǫσx to −ǫσx2 the value of Tm changes noticeably (data not
shown). Yet the value of T ∗m can be a useful quantity to characterize the SS. As we said previously,
the spin dissipates heat as it tries to follow the oscillations of the field. The amount of heat lost
increases as the driving frequency ω increases. The amount of heat is given by the area enclosed in
the hysteresis cycle M − H of the system. A quantity that characterizes the nonequilibrium state is
the entropy production P (i.e., the average dissipated heat per unit time). In extended irreversible
thermodynamic theories,28 the entropy production is expected to be a function of the previous NET,
T ∗m. This relation defines a constitutive steady-state equation. However, at difference with classical
thermodynamics, this relation is expected to have some degree of ambiguity. Indeed, we have seen that
the value of Tm depends on the types of coupling, therefore a unique relationship (cavity independent)
between the entropy production P and T ∗m cannot be established in this simple example for all type
of couplings. In Figure 2, we show the SS constitutive equation found in our model; the value of T ∗m
grows linearly with the heat power and eventually saturates to a maximum value (T ∗m/T ≃ 2.8(1) in
Fig. 2). The linear behavior found in the limit P → 0 (dashed line shown in Fig. 2) can be expressed as
P = α(T ∗m/T − 1) where α is a constant. We remark that this linear dependence is unconventional. In
Onsager theory, the heat flux or current j between two bodies at different temperatures is governed by
the Fourier law, j = k∇T where k is the thermal conductivity of the system. The entropy production
P , though, is proportional to (∇T )2. Accordingly, one might expect a quadratic (rather than linear)
dependence for the dissipated power P with the difference (T ∗m − T ), contrary to what is observed in
Fig. 2. As the dissipated power is always positive (as implied by the second law of thermodynamics),
the linear dependence suggests that the measured temperature Tm can never be lower than the bath
temperature. This is in agreement with our findings: we could not find values for the parameters of
the model such that Tm was lower than T . The physical significance of the inequality, Tm > T , in the
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Figure 2: Constitutive equation of the magnetic system in its SS. P stands for the entropy production per
particle of the magnetic system. The entropy production is expressed as the dissipated heat or work (the
area enclosed in the M −H hysteresis cycle in kBT units) divided by the relaxation time of the particles
τrelax as given in eq (4). The dashed straight line is the linear fit P = α(T
∗
m/T − 1) with α ≃ 0.2. The
dotted line passing through the points is a guide to the eye. The same parameters are used as in Figure 1.
context of nonequilibrium steady states, remains unclear to us 3
5 Discussion
A few years ago, motivated by theoretical studies in spin glasses and structural glass models, Cuglian-
dolo, Kurchan and Peliti8 proposed to define nonequilibrium temperature (NET) as the temperature
that a cavity coupled to the system would measure. The measured temperature could be determined
by putting the cavity in contact with its own thermal bath and modulating the temperature of that
bath until the net heat power exchanged between the system and the cavity vanishes. In the limit of
large cavity frequencies, such a temperature was found to coincide with the temperature obtained from
the extended form of the FDT. Yet, clear experimental evidence and simple experimental tests of this
nonequilibrium temperature are yet to come.
In this paper, we have studied a simple nonequilibrium steady-state system that can be described
by a nonequilibrium temperature (NET). It consists of a two-state system driven by an oscillating ac
field and coupled to a cavity. Under general conditions, we predict the existence of a resonant peak for
the NET at values of the driving frequency ω that are equal to the resonant frequency of the cavity
ω0 (Figure 1). For large values of ω0, the measured temperature asymptotically converges to a well-
defined value that is a function of the dissipated power, allowing us to define a constitutive equation for
the steady-state system. The origin of this resonance effect is mechanical; the frequency of the cavity
ω0 resonates with the frequency of the ac field ω. Although we did not study it in detail, a similar
resonant effect is predicted in the limit of a purely overdamped cavity (ω0 → 0) when the relaxational
frequency of the cavity ωdis = 1/τdis = k/γ ∼ ω. The origin of this resonance would then be stochastic.
This phenomenon would then fall in the category of stochastic resonance phenomena,32 an ubiquitous
behavior found in relaxational systems.
The results of Figures 1 and 2 could be experimentally tested in magnetic or dielectric systems. For
instance, in the case of dielectric systems, an oscillating voltage of intensity V0 and frequency ω could
be applied between the metallic plates of a capacitor containing a dielectric material with relaxational
electric dipoles that have a characteristic time scale τrelax. The dipolar charge in the surface of the
capacitor is then coupled to an external electrical RLC circuit that acts as a cavity. The cavity has
3In this regard, it would be interesing to clarify whether this inequality is somehow related to an inequality describing
transitions between nonequilibrium steady states put forward by Oono and Paniconi29 in the context of the steady-sate
thermodynamics. This inequality has been obtained as a particular case of a more general nonequilibrium equality derived
by Hatano and Sasa30 and experimentally tested very recently31.
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characteristic resonant frequency ω0 = 1/
√
LC and a damping frequency wdis = 1/τdis = 1/
√
RC. For a
fixed frequency of the ac electric voltage ω and the frequency of the cavity ω0, one could then determine
the voltage noise density and the electric impedance of the cavity from which one could obtain values
for the measured Tm by using the generalized Nyquist relation (eq (8)).
10,11 This also would allow
one to measure the dissipated power of the cavity P = V 2/|Z| (Z being the electric impedance) as a
function of Tm. Reproducing the qualitative results of Figures 1 and 2 should be within reach with
current experimental techniques.
The results of Figures 1 and 2 could be also experimentally tested in magnetic systems (e.g. nanopar-
ticles or paramagnetic systems) by coupling the ac magnetization signal to a resonant electric cavity and
measuring the voltage noise density at different frequencies. This technique has been used to measure
magnetostochastic resonance32,33 in ferrite-garnet films using the Faraday effect. Another tool could
be provided by transverse-field ac measurements34.
Let us mention that results quite similar to those shown in Figure 1 have been recently reported
in the measurement of effective temperatures in a colloidal suspension of aging Laponite by using the
nonequilibrium Einstein relation. The control parameter there is the age of the system tw rather than
the driving or probing frequencies (ω and ω0 respectively). In these measurements the maximum of
the temperature was interpreted as a resonance between the probe frequency ω0 and the inverse of the
relaxation time scale of the suspension (τrelax in the present case).
To conclude, given the elusive interpretation of the concept of effective temperature and the formidable
complexity of glassy systems, it would be very instructive to carry out systematic research of NETs
in simple noninteracting systems driven to nonequilibrium steady states. A simple experiment such
as the one that we have described should not be difficult to carry out and would help us to better
understand what we can expect from noise measurements in more complex nonequilibrium systems. In
this respect, two-level systems are simple model systems where theoretical predictions for the NETs
could be experimentally tested at both qualitative and quantitative levels.
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